
Bench Mart SR 
ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

IMPORTANT
Please read these instructions carefully before you start to  
assemble this greenhouse. Save these instructions for future reference.



SAFETY GUIDELINES

Read before assembling the structure

Warning
This structure is intended to be self-supporting once constructed with all sheathing, sheeting,
bracing, cables, or cloth in place, and secured to the foundation as shown in the manual.
Stability during construction, from winds and loads imposed during erection, is the sole
responsibility of the installer. Observe safety codes required by your jurisdiction, as well as
relevant safety practices for working at heights. Consider the risk of electrical shock from
overhead lines or electrical storms. We recommend a licensed electrician perform any electrical
work. Eye protection is recommended under all circumstances and hearing protection is
recommended when cutting components with power tools.

Danger: No part of this structure is engineered to function as an anchorage point for a fall
arrest system. Use a safety net or work from a safe work platform (i.e. scaffolding).

Overview of assembly procedure
While each structure and site is unique, the two most common methods for installing such
structures are a tilt-up method (where frames are assembled on the ground and tilted onto
ground stakes or anchor rods using ropes or lifts) or installing posts first with the roof structure
lifted and secured into place second. Both methods are dangerous when attempted by the
unskilled. If you do not feel confident installing the structure, we suggest you hire a general
contractor, carpenter, or similar licensed business familiar with temporary bracing and
construction to assemble, install and erect your structure.

Foundations
Our plans include minimum guidance for foundations based on IBC 2006. These minimums are
suitable for some areas of the country but not all. Get a building permit if required in your
jurisdiction. Engineer stamped foundation plans can be required by a building official before
issuing a permit. Areas with permafrost, flood or frost zones, hurricane zones, liquefying soils,
and expansive clay soils are more likely to require stamped foundation plans. Even if not
required, seeking guidance from a qualified structural or civil engineer will prove worthwhile over
the life of your structure. A flawed foundation may only become obvious after your structure has
been damaged. Replacing a deficient foundation is expensive and inconvenient.

Danger: Do not walk on sheet. Always use scaffolding to avoid damage to sheeting and
to ensure safety. Polycarbonate sheeting has an outside with the UV coating, installing this
inside out will reduce the life of the sheet.

Danger: Wind can catch components and pull you off a work platform or ladder, resulting in
a potentially deadly fall. Select a calm day for work.
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